Unit 12: “Here Dragon, Dragon, Dragon ...”
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In the texts
1

Look at page 120. Tick if you can find these.
headings

subheadings

lists

illustrations

dot points

words in alphabetical order

2 List these words in alphabetical order. Don’t forget to use commas.
a joyful, grizzly, awful, lucky, clean, ugly
		 _______________________________________________________________________________
b dart, scramble, toddle, clamber, walk, run
		 _______________________________________________________________________________
c wyvern, hydra, basilisk, monster
		 _______________________________________________________________________________
3 Read the text on page 121. Tick the correct answers.
a The text is from

a list

readers’ theatre

poem.

b This text is a

procedure

information report

narrative.

4 Use the word bank to complete the sentences.
Hint: use the dictionary on pages viii and ix if you need help.
Word bank
resolution

entertains
fairytales

cartoons

end

beginning

story

A narrative tells a ___________________. It ______________________________, guides
or teaches.
It has a ______________________________, middle and ___________________.
A narrative has a problem and a ______________________________. Examples of
narratives are ______________________________, ______________________________
and legends.
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Read and learn
1

Use a dictionary to find out what these words mean.
a clamber: _______________________________________________________________________
b soar: ___________________________________________________________________________
c filthy: __________________________________________________________________________
d generous: _____________________________________________________________________
e handsome: ____________________________________________________________________

2 Use the word bank to complete the sentences.
Word bank

wishes

fight

looked

rode

training

a Master Max is _______________________ to become a knight.
b Sir Eric says that Max must _______________________ the dragon.
c Max sat in his armour and _______________________ at the ground.
d Max _______________________ he was brave.
e Max _______________________ off through the castle gates.
3 In question 2, are the words you wrote nouns, verbs or adjectives?
Circle your answer.
4 Who said that? Tick the character.
                                                                 Narrator   Sir Eric     Queen       Max
a “Young Max, you must be very excited!”				
b “Good luck Master Max.”				
c “I wish I was.”				
d “Max did not say anything.”				
e “Here is our finest horse for you Max.”				
f “Along came Sir Eric with his horse.”
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Your turn
1

Find the seven dragons on pages 120 and 121. Label each dragon
with one of the Nasty words or Nice words listed on page 120.

Done

2 Create your own dragon.
a Draw your dragon in the box.
b Write notes about it under the headings.
Nasty or nice?

What it looks like

How it moves

Special things it does

What it eats

Where it lives
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3 What will happen to Master Max?
Write what you think will happen next in the readers’
theatre story. Plan your story before you start writing.

A narrative tells a sto
ry.
It entertains, guides or
teaches.
A story has a beginning,
middle
and end. It has:
• a problem, or a chara
cter who
wants something
• one or more complic
ations
• a resolution, where th
e problem
is resolved. It can be res
olved in
a good or a bad way (a
happy or
sad ending).

Who will Max meet? Will he fight the dragon?
Can the dragon talk?
Narrator: Max did not say anything. He just got on his horse and rode
off, out of the castle gates.

Write the
name of the
_________________________________________________________________________________
character who
is speaking.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Give each

_________________________________________________________________________________
character

in the story

_________________________________________________________________________________
something to
say.
_________________________________________________________________________________
The Narrator
_________________________________________________________________________________
helps to
explain what is
_________________________________________________________________________________
happening in
the story.

_________________________________________________________________________________

How will your
story end?
_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
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Word sounds
Playing with the sounds of words makes your writing more interesting.
Example: Master Max made marvellous muffins.
1

Repeating the same consonant sound is called alliteration.
Circle the consonants (the letters that are NOT vowels).
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

k

l
x

m
y

z

2 Circle the letters that are repeated.
a He was a happy, handsome hero.
b Princess Poppet packed a picnic.
c She tripped over the treasure.
d Quiet! The queen is quivering!
e Be brave, be bold and be bright!
3 Use alliteration to complete these sentences.
a Silly Sir Eric sang _______________________________________________________.
b The cats at Clinker Castle ______________________________________________.
c The ghastly, ghost grabbed ____________________________________________.
d Dreadful dragons _____________________________________________________.
4 Write two sentences of your own that use alliteration.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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5 Onomatopoeia is when a word copies a sound.
Examples: splat, pop, hiss
a Splat went the _________________________________________________________.
b The snake hissed _______________________________________________________.
6 Make smaller words from the letters in

onomatopoeia.

mop, tame ________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
7 Write words that sound like their meanings.
fizz

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________
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My stuf f

Interesting things I’ve read, seen or done lately.

Books read

k
Cut and stic
m
pictures fro
magazines or
newspapers.

cool
games

great
websites

Unit 11: Where I live

JKL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Best part
Hardest part
Most interesting
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Diary

drawings
plays

poetry

Best part
Hardest part
Most interesting

JKL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Unit 12: “Here Dragon, Dragon, Dragon ...”
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Assessment: Units 11 and 12
Print your name here:
(First name)

(Family name)

This is a test to see how well you understand There are three different ways to show your
what you have read, and to see what you
answer:
know about using language, spelling and
• Shade the bubble next to the correct
punctuation. It is also a writing test.
answer. O
• Write a word in a box. answer
Instructions
• Write a number in a box. 1
Read each question carefully. Some
questions will ask you to read a text from
another page in this book before answering.
Use a pencil. DO NOT use a pen. If you make a mistake, rub it out and try again.

Start of test
Read the texts on page 112, and
answer questions 1 to 6.
1

What is a Home? is
O an information report.
O a description.
O a narrative.

2

What is a Home? tells you about
O one particular home.
O old homes.
O different types of homes.

3

The text called For Sale is
O an information report.
O a description.
O a narrative.
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4 The text called For Sale tells
you about
O one particular home.
O old homes.
O different types of homes.
5

The words large, clean and
beautiful are
O nouns.
O verbs.
O adjectives.

6

The words families, belongings
and homes are
O nouns.
O pronouns.
O verbs.

Read the text on page 113, and
answer questions 7 to 11.
7

You might find this text in a
O catalogue.
O encyclopaedia.
O recipe book.

8 What is the adjective in this
sentence?
The Sven is made of solid wood.
O wood
O Sven
O solid
9 What are the adjectives in this
sentence?
It also has safety rails for the top bed.
O also, top
O safety, top
O safety, rails
10 Which punctuation mark is
missing?
Our most popular bed for children__
O full stop (.)
O exclamation mark (!)
O comma (,)
11

Which punctuation mark is
missing?
You can buy it painted red__ blue
or pink.
O full stop (.)
O exclamation mark (!)
O comma (,)

12 A word with a similar meaning to
popular is
O liked.
O poplar.
O bunk.
13 A word with a similar meaning to
dimensions is
O colours.
O prices.
O size.
Read the texts on pages 120 and 121
and answer questions 14 to 17.
14 A readers’ theatre is
O a narrative.
O an information report.
O a procedure.
15 What are the underlined words?
A dragon can creep, scramble or
sprint.
O saying verbs
O action verbs
O adjectives
16 Beowulf, Saint George and Sigurd
were all
O nice dragons.
O dragon slayers.
O knights of Clinker Castle.
17 Sir Eric and Master Max are
O characters in a readers’ theatre.
O dragon slayers.
O members of the royal family.
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Assessment: Units 11 and 12
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled.
Write the correct spelling for each circled word in the box.
18 He got on his horse and road off.

19 Look at the knights of Clinker Carsel !

20 The dragons stole food, treshure and princesses.

21 Which words are in alphabetical order?
O basilisk, hydra, monster, wyvern
O monster, wyvern, basilisk, hydra
O hydra, monster, wyvern, basilisk
22 Which words are in alphabetical order?
O climb, creep, chase, crawl
O chase, climb, crawl, creep
O crawl, chase, creep, climb
23 An example of alliteration is:
O apples, bananas, carrots
O the friendly frog flipped forwards
O whoosh!
24 An example of onomatopoeia is:
O plip, plop
O yellow yoyos
O toad on a road
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25 Plan a narrative.

Choose a setting

Choose characters

What happens?

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

a haunted house?
a cubbyhouse?
a cave?
sailing at sea?
a castle?
somewhere else?

a dragon?
a lonely bus driver?
your best friend?
a talking seagull?
a princess?
other characters?

in the beginning?
in the middle?
at the end?
a happy ending?
a sad ending?
a lesson to learn?

Use this page to write your narrative.
Ask for an extra sheet of paper if you need it.
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